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Celestial bodies macroscopic movement is due to the radiation
HAN YONGQUAN, 15611860790 — The star is radiate, also as the planet. In fact, all the real objects are radiate, but the strength of the radiation is different. Radiation will reduce the quality of the object, but time is not long enough to reduce the mass of the subject, so it is difficult for us to observe. Due to the large object lifecycle, to study the changing rule of the object, we must consider the radiation on the quality of the celestial bodies, and the outer space radiate particles’ motion, also consider objects interact with objects of radiation. The reason Celestial bodies moves is that the radiation of those Celestial bodies Interact with each other, Celestial bodies macroscopic movement is due to the radiation. The earth’s rotation and revolution is a measure of the survive ability. Author: hanyongquan TEL: 15611860790